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archaeologist begin to discuss the gender of the
skeleton

archaeologist began to study the bones
of the grave. the shape of the bones

and teeth showed that it was a female.

a viking grave is
found with

weapons and
strategy games

a viking town
in Sweden,

2019

This has to
be a male

viking
warrior

we cannot confirm
that, just because
theres weapons in a

grave does not
mean this grave
automatically

belonged to a man



as scientist looked at the
bones they found 2 types of
dna labelled as x & y, which

are found in only females and
not males. 

This sparked  debates
because people were
stunned at the idea
of a female warrior

how are you
going to argue
with the bone

study that this
viking is a
woman?

but, there were ,  
swords, axes,

spears, arrows,
knives and

gaming pieces
found in the

grave. so this
person was a

fighter meaning
they were a man

 

scientist took
these bones to the

lab to finally
confirm the sex of
the viking warrior



we have to consider the different gender roles in
viking culture. instead of assuming a gender binary.
we have to consider the different gender roles in

viking culture. instead of assuming a gender binary.

so from my dna
archaeologist

could tell i was a
swedish female

warrior around 30
years old. even

though i was buried
a thousand years

ago 

Hi i my name is
charlotte! i am the
lead archaeologist

who investigated this
grave. all four of

these items were found
in her grave. this can

tell us about her role
as a viking and family's

wealth 

Hi i my name is
charlotte! i am the
lead archaeologist

who investigated this
grave. all four of

these items were found
in her grave. this can

tell us about her role
as a viking and family's

wealth 

adding on to charlotte,
this also means that we

cannot assume that
thousands of year ago

people had the same idea
of gender and sex as we

do! gender roles can have
endless possibilities. as

archaeologist if we hold
biases this can ruin all

our hard work.

we shall go
to the north
end and take
cover in the
night, then

attack!

why am i
here?
ugh

wohooo
we fight!

this is
how we

win!

female vikings are
recently seen on tv! 
history channel has a

series containing female
fighters because they

are found in in
Scandinavian lore and

poetry 

 

so as we do our
job we cannot
influence our

modern day
stereotypes on
findings from
ancient times!

these bones
could belong

to a male,
female, or
intersex

individual
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